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Kappa Gamma
Pi To Honor
Seniors
This month, Kappa Gamma Pi an
nounced the names of a select group of
USD seniors who were invited to join this
national Catholic college graduate honor
society. KGP will honor these graduates at
its annual luncheon, following the Honors
Convocation, Tuesday, May 5, in the
Manchester Conference Center.
No more than 10 percent of the
graduating class may be nominated for
this prestigious membership. These can
didates must, after completion of 7
semesters, be eligible for honors at gradua
tion. They must also have an outstanding
record of leardership and service on cam
pus or in the community.
KGP was founded in 1926 as an
"association of distinguished women
graduates whose purpose would be to ex
ert a positive influence upon their respec
tive communities." In 1981, KGP opened
its membership to include men.
Now, over 25,000 graduates, both
Catholic and non-Catholic, of 125
Catholic colleges and universities are Kap
pas. The KGP motto is "Faith and
Service." Kappas are encouraged to con
tinue their commitment to a high stan
dard of personal Christian excellence by
contributing their talents to organizations
working to "strengthen the home, the
Church and society."
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Important Presentation
On AIDS

Tuesday, May 5
6:30-8:30 — SLH
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Hadjian Resigns From A.S.
by Thomas Edelblute
Harry Hadjian resigned from Vice-President of ASB on Thursday April 23, so a
smooth transition between outgoing and incoming administrations could take
place. However, outgoing President Tony Abbatangelo and incoming President
Kevin Rapp feel Hadjian's resignation will create an adverse reaction instead.
Hadjian told the Vista his decision is not in any way connected with the elec
tion, and he does not hold any bitterness toward anyone. Yet he fears friction
created by the election would rub off onto the new administration if he par
ticipated in the transition. "It was a hard decision to make," Hadjian said "but I
thought it over during Easter break..." and feels "this would be the best for
everyone." Should anyone ask Hadjian for his advice or opinion, he says he will
be happy to give it. "I just want to make it really clear ... I did not resign due to
sour grapes over the election, or any bitterness toward Kevin Rapp ... I resigned
with the interests of the AS in mind."
Hadjian does feel betrayed by Abbatangelo for supporting Rapp in the election.
Hadjian said that he did not ask Abbatangelo for support, and feels that a neutral
stance would have been more professional.
Abbatangelo told the Vista that he did not go out campaigning for Rapp. But
when people asked Abbatangelo who they should vote for, he told them both can
didates were good, but Rapp has a better management style.
Abbatangelo was surprised when Hadjian announced his resignation to the
Senate Thursday. Rapp, on the otherhand, was not. Rapp said that there was
nothing left for Hadjian, and respects the decision, but not the reason. With only
a week left in the old administration. Everyone appears to be wondering why,
which may create a greater adverse reaction than if he stayed.
Hadjian hopes future administrations take on student issues more than it has in
the past. He feels that not enough has been done toward the students interests. In
his campaign he proposed having two Vice Presidents, one for programing, and
one for the executive. Having one, he feels, created sophisticated overlapping,
which he would like to get rid of. He points out that a lot of other colleges have
two presidents to do his. He has repeatedly fought eight percent tuition increases,
and the last two year brought it down to seven. "It was only 200 dollars," Hadjian
said, "but it was 200 dollars they could use for other things."
Hadjian feels that Abbatangelo helped raise school morale and spirit quite a bit,
but hasn't done much for the students. Abbatangelo pointed out that this was his
first year in college ASB, although he did have some high school experience, and
the president before him threw out all the files. Abbatangelo thanks Hadjian a lot
for helping him through the year. Yet the two differed on what they thought was
important.

Undergrads Sweep Reno Games
Each year KGP also awards the medal of
St. Catherine to a sophomore who has
demonstrated outstanding service or
academic achievement. This winner will
be announced at the Honors Convoca
tion on May 5.
Following are the 1987 nominees being
honored by Kappa Gamma Pi:
Heather McMurran, Mardean Meier,
Linda Stutler, Dawn Gapen, Kim Roberts,
Karen Schoenfeld, Gayla Carper,
Kathleen Coy, Diane Freese, Maureen
McDonald, Carole Putko, Madeleine Ferbal, Martha Aldana, Deborah Infantino,
Francine Stehly, Denise Andrews, Todd
Richmond, Cara Kennedy, Charlotte
Deane, Jeanne Heffron, Cynthia Spiess,
Kim Peters, William Neugebauer, Daniel
Weinert, Lynette Warrilow, James Potts,
Karen Rivera, Deborah D'Alessio,
Kimberly Modic, Stephanie Rothstein, Jef
frey Simon, Stephen Bell, Deborah
Gonazles.

The Reno Games are synonymous with
International Collegiate Business Policy
Games as KeyCore is with Industry World
Champion and more importantly, Grand
Champion. Translation:
(1) Reno Games — Computerized
business simulation;
(2) KeyCore — a fictitious company
managed by: Julie A. Czerwinski
(President), Richard F. Cleary (VP
Finance), Maria D. Olson (VP
Marketing), Arthur M. Traynor
(Forecaster/Competition Analysis)
and Raymond G. Zogob (VP Pro
duction)
(3) Grand Champion — KeyCore
emerged as the top performing com
pany in its world, and was voted by
a panel of judges as the overall
champion among the sixteen
undergraduate teams involved.

Bound with determination and
guidance from two outstanding faculty
members, Dr. Rivetti (Coach) and Pro
fessor Anklesaria, the KeyCore Board of
Directors composed an aggressive strategy
that required persistance if victory was to
be the end result. Economic fluctuations
coupled with competition from the other
companies were favorable at times, and
often baffling. Long hours were spent in
front of CRTs crunching numbers, com
posing stockholder reports and discussing
what lay ahead in KeyCore's future. After
three months of operating remotely from
the university, the team simulated the re
maining two years in Reno. Two years
never passed so quickly and the reward
could have never been so satisfying for the
undergraduates who are the first team to
have achieved this honor at the
undergraduate level. Congratulations to a
team that has lived up to its name:
KEYCORE.

Tax Law
Affects
Students Too
by Colette Clark
With all of the talk about tax reform,
many people are getting confused.
Students, on the other hand, do not seem
to be taking much notice. However tax ex
perts are advising that students should
take heed. Both new rules and structural
changes will almost certainly take their
toll in higher tax bills for students next
year.
Two specific tax law changes incor
porated in the 1986 Tax Reform Act will
directly affect many students. First,
students will now have to pay taxes on all
scholarship money exceeding tuition, fees,
books, supplies and equipment required
for classes. At USD, that means anyone
who receives scholarships totalling over
approximately $7260 for the year.
Second, and a bit more complicated,
students who can be claimed as a depen
dent on someone else's return (their
parent's for example), whether or not they
actually are, can no longer claim a per
sonal exemption (which is going up to
$1900 for 1987). This difference will cost
students in this situation as much as $285
(the 15% tax rate x $1900) in taxes next
year.
To be considered a dependent on some
one else's return for 1987, you must: be a
citizen or resident of the U.S., have a cer
tain relationship to the claimer (child,
etc.), not have filed a joint return with
your spouse (except for the sole purpose /
claiming a refund of taxes withheld), have
over V2 of your total support (meaning the
fair market value of all housing, food,
gifts...) provided by the claimer, and make
less than $1900 in earned income OR be a
c h i l d of t h e c l a i m e r a n d b e u n d e r I S
and/or be full-time student in any five
calendar months of the year (by the defini
tion of the school you attend). If any one
of these are not satisfied, you cannot be
claimed as a dependent. For example, part
time students cannot be considered
dependents if they make over $1900 this
year and at least 19.
Also, the standard deduction has been
revised for next year. It will be $2540 if
earned income is greater than or equal to
$2540. The standard deduction will be
$500 if earned income is less than $500,
and it will be the value of earned income if
earned income is between $500 and $2540.
As a refresher, earned income is wages,
salaries, tips and any other goods or ser
vices you receive from your employer or
self-employment. It does not include in
terest or dividends, etc. Last year the zero
(tax) bracket amount (which has been
replaced now by the standard deduction)
was $2480 for all singles. What this change

Continued on page 2
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TAX LAW
Continued from page 1

Classifieds

means can be seen in the following ex
amples.
1987 Dependent-all "earned income"
$3000 Earned Income
$
0 Interest Income

1987 Dependent -with "unearned income"
$2000 Earned Income
$1000 Interest Income
$3000 Income
Less: $ 0 Personal Exemption
(dependent)
Less: $2540 Standard Deduction
(E.L $2540)
$1000 Taxable Income

$3000 Income

Less: $

0 Personal Exemption
(dependent)
$2540 Standard Deduction
(E.l. $2540)
$ 460 Taxable Income

Tax: $

Tax: $ 110(11,8*1000)

51 (11,8*460)

sources) is greater than $500. Of course,
anyone who expects a refund should file.
For most students, there will be two rele
vant tax brackets for next year's returns. If
taxable income is greater than $0 and less
than $1800, your tax rate will be 11% of
taxable income. If income is greater than
$1800 and less than $16800, your tax will
be $198 plus 15% of the amount of taxable
income over $1800.

This change will also alter the minimum
income at which a person must file a tax
return. If you are not eligible to be a
dependent on someone else's return, you
will probably need to file if your income
(from all sources) is greater than $4440. If
you are eligible to be a dependent on
someone else's return, you will probably
need to file if your income (from all

Honors Convocation
May 5th, 11:00 a.m.
Camino Theater
Please come to see your fellow students honored!

Medium
Soft
Drink

CAR FOR SALE: 1987 Honda
Spree. Only 280 miles. Great Shape.
$500 or best offer.

M.H.— C.C. and I wouldn't want
you to hurt yourself on tasty but pasty
little envelopes! We wouldn't want
you to drip any nasty red stuff on
C.C.'s scholarship letter. Feel free to
call on US anytime. —J.A.

'74 HONDA 70 for sale. $100/offer.
Runs good and low miles, 273-3627,
John.

'74 YAMAHA ENDURO - 360
cc. Has the used look. Runs good.
$200. 273-3627, John.
TO THE ONE who claims shyness:
Don't be. I finally spied your car ...
We must meet and drive away.

LOOKING FOR SUMMER
WORK? We have positions open to
sell roses at businesses, earn $8-plus
an hour, flexible p.m. hours. Seeking
responsible 21 & up who want to
make good money and have fun do
ing it. Applications also being ac
cepted for positions opening soon (age
18). Call 574-0478.

JEANNIE & KIM-Get Excited
about tomorrow night! Dave and I
are ...

"TYPE-RIGHT" A

professional
home typing service. Fast, accurate,
reasonable. Medical background.
695-8262.

TO THE CRANK CALLER who
called me at 1 a.m. Friday night: No I
do not want to ... everything you said.

ROOM ATE: Very Nice 3 Br. Condo. 10 minutes from USD. Tennis,
Sauna &. Pool; Non Smoker; No
drugs; Moderate Alcohol. Available
June 1. Choice of Large or Small
Bedroom. Irish, 492-9829.
FREE PUPPY: Free to good home.
Lhasa Apso; all black; answers to the
name of "Mokey." Call Irish Maley,
492-9829.

SUBLETTING your apartment this
summer? Local law firm seeking sum
mer housing for law students. Call
699-2683 with details.

HIRING TODAY! Top Pay! Work
at Home. No experience needed.
Write Cottage Industries—1407 '/2
Jenkins, Norman, Oklahoma 73069.
1982 KAWASAKI GP 550 motor
cycle for sale. Case savers, Kerker 4
into 1 exhaust, cover lock, tools.
$1200. 260-8822.

You don't have to wait m line
to get to the lop.
Building a career in most major companies can
be tedious. Seniority, politics and company
policies can keep you waiting for years before
you reach your full potential.
Not at Northwestern Mutual. You'll have
unlimited earning potential. . . right away.
And youU be your own boss so you can set
your own goals.
YouU get all the training and the support you
need to get to the top. More than 1,500 of our
agents averaged more than $87,000 in 1985
earnings. That's because they can sell a wide
variety of top-performing insurance plans.
And no other insurance company's
dividend performance measures up to ours.
If you want to get moving, call:
JOHN IORILLO
1515 Second Avenue
San Diego, CA 92101
Office: (619) 234-3111

The Quiet Company.® Where actions speak
louder than words.

Just purchase either a Del's Deluxe Taco Salad, Double
Del hamburger, Big Del burrito or Del Meat burrito and receive
a medium soft drink at this special low price.
Offer valid at the following Del Taco Locations:
SAN DIEGO

6178 Mission Gorge
(Vandever)

SAN DIEGO
2399 Ulric
(Linda Vista)

Not valid with any other offer.
Offer expires:

12/10/86
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Southeast San Diego Tutorial Project
Organizational Meeting
Thursday, May 7

4:30-5:30 p.m.

Serra Hall Conference Room

Dr. Caywood to Lecture
On Art of Satire
by Mike Clune
Satire "burns in me...
(and requires) a pen warmed up in hell.."

Mark Twain

"THE S N A R L I N G M U S E " :
THE ART OF SATIRE
Guest Speaker

Cynthia Caywood, Ph.D.
at
The Manchester Executive Conference Center Auditorium
on

Tuesday, May 5, 1987, 4-6 p.m.
DONATION: $4.00
STUDENTS: FREE

Presented by the USD Graduate Program in English

As a college student, everything you do
now is oriented toward ensuring your
future success. At Bank of America, we
believe in that success, and therefore
want to be your bank ... now and in
the future. That s why we say "yes" to
students by offering you two important
banking tools to help you get finan
cially established right now, while still
in college.

Say "Yes" To A Bank of America
Checking Account. And Help
The USD Student Scholarship
Fund Grow.
As a special thanks to you and USD,
we'll make a donation to the student
scholarship fund for every Bank of
America checking account opened by
a USD student beforejuly 1, 1987.

A Bank of America checking account
gives you access to your funds at over 850
branches statewide, and at over 1300
full-service VERSATELLER" ATMs.
When you 're traveling out of state, you
can get cash at PLUS SYSTEM**
ATMs all over the U.S. That's the kind
of convenience you need. And you
get that convenience at Bank of America.

We've Made It Easier For
Students To Qualify! Say "Yes"
To A BankAmericard" Today.
Because you are a student, you haven't
yet had the time to build a credit history
to help you qualify for a credit card.
That s why we have developed a special
program tor students that makes it easier
for you to qualify for a BankAmericard.

TOREROS
1234 SAN DIMAS AVE
SAN DIEGO.CA92111

Dr. Cynthia Caywood, USD Assistant
Professor of English, will give a lecture
Tuesday entitled "The Snarling Muse:
The Art of Satire."
The lecture, May 5th at 4 pm in the
Manchester Executive Conference Center
Auditorium, will be a look at the history,
aims, subjects, and weapons of satire.
Dr. Caywood will use both visual and
verbal examples and draw from such
satirists as Jonathan Swift, Alexander
Pope, Mark Twain, and Monty Python, as
well as contemporary political cartoonists.
Dr. Caywood has taught at USD for
three years and previously taught at Wake
Forest in North Carolina and at Duke
University. She received her master's
degree at Exeter in England where she
studied on fellowships. She received her

BankAmericard gives you the conve
nience of worldwide acceptance. Flex
ible payments. Overdraft protection
on your B of A checking account. And
emergency cash when you need it
most. Use your BankAmericard to
charge books and other items, to travel,
even as a second I.D. to cash checks.

Ph.D. from Duke University.
At USD, Dr. Caywood teaches English
courses in 18th century literature, as well
as Development of the English language
and Composition and Literature. In addi
tion, she has been co-director of the
Writing Center.
Dr. Caywood says that she has always
been interested in satire and that it is one
of the major reasons she chose to study
18th century literature.
She has taught three courses on satire
and says she has learned a lot from the
students.
This is the third lecture in a series
presented by the graduate program in
english. Last spring, USD's Dr. Mary
Quinn spoke on contemporary women
writers and last semester Dr. Lee Gerlach
lectured on writers from the Edwardian
period.
The lecture series was designed to bring
attention to the master's degrees in both
literature and writing offered by USD.

today to open a checking account or
apply for a BankAmericard. We'll be
happy to assist you and answer any
questions you may have.
Or pick up a BankAmericard appli
cation at your student union. Be sure
to sign your name. Then drop your
application in the mail today!

And, having a BankAmericard will
help you establish a solid credit rating
now, while you're still in college.So that
in the future, you can qualify for other
types of credit, including auto and
home loans.

At Bank of America, we offer a wide
range of services and products. So as
your needs continue to change and grow,
we can offer you the financial tools
you'll need to succeed in the future.

Visit Our Linda Vista Branch.
And Say "Yes" To The Bank
You Won't Outgrow.

m

Stop by the New Accounts desk at the
Linda Vista Branch at 2341 Ulric St.

We want the joh

Bank of America
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Valuable Right to Protest
Exercised
By Andy Bartlett
Opinion Editor
Demonstrators the world over suc
cessfully usurped their right to gather in
protest this past weekend. On Saturday,
April 25, thousands gathered in
Washington, D.C. and San Francisco to
march protesting Reagan's Foreign policy.
Halfway across the world, many more
thousands gathered in Europe to protest
nuclear technology. On Sunday, hun
dreds were arrested in Langley, Va. out
side the CIA headquarters where the pro
testors attempted to construct a blockade.
Many protestors in Washington
represented church, labor and peace
groups. Even the nasty wintertime
weather could not quell the demonstra
tion. The National Mobilization for
Justice and Peace in Central America and
Southern Africa, organizers of the march,
estimated the crowd at 100,000.
Californians had their chance in San
Francisco where 30,000 protestors rallied
for the same cause. No arrests we made as
the crowd paraded through downtown
San Francisco.
The marches were advertised here at

USD via veteran protestor Abbie Hoff
man during his speech March 9. Hoffman
and co-defendant in the Amherst Mass.
civil disobedience case, Amy Carter, were
in attendance at both east coast protests.
No one in attendance made any secret
of the fact the the Reagan Administration
policies in Central America and Southern
Africa are repressive and immoral.
Reagan, meanwhile, was in Camp David
delivering his weekly radio address in
which he made no acknowledgement of
the demonstrations.
Among the accusations made during
speeches before the protesting throngs
were that Reagan has waged war in Cen
tral America to distract attention from the
potentially illegal arms sales to Iran. Ac
cusations such as this cannot be ignored;
people must seriously question our presi
dent and his policies.
In Switzerland, anti-nuclear portests
erupted into violence, so police used tear
gas to try and disperse the crowd which
had become separated from the original
march route. Demonstrators broke win
dows and hurled fireworks.
Sunday, April 26 was the first anniver-

Response to
Andrade's Atheism

quote from the Bible, Isaiah 55: 8-9: "For
my thoughts are not your thoughts, nor
are your ways my ways, says the Lord. As
high as the heavens are above the earth,
so high are my ways above your ways, and
so high my thoughts above your
thoughts." We are just not capable of
understanding what God is or how He
thinks. Knowledge of God can't come
from our minds or rationale because God
doesn't act with reference to us. He is not
like us.
To further illustrate my point, I'll
reconstruct you argument about the ex
istence of evil to fit the way I see things.
The reconstruction is as follows:
(1) God is omnipotent, omniscient, and
omnibenovolent.
(2) A God who is omnipotent, omnis
cient and omnibenevolent would prevent
the occurrence of any evil in the world, IF
HE WAS HUMAN.
(3) There is evil in the world.
(4) Therefore God is not human.
The toughest question a Christian faces
is indeed that of evil and suffering in the
world that God created. If He is so power
ful, then why doesn't He triumph over all
of the evil in the world? It is a hard ques
tion to answer, which I have asked myself
many times. Even biblical writers com
plained of the pain and suffering that sur
rounded them. However, if we examine
the scriptures, I believe we can find the
answers.
God did indeed create the world, but
not the state it is in now. It was man's
selfishness, his attempting to be like God
that cursed him to fall from grace. The
Bible says that God is a God of love, and
He desired to create a race that would love
Him. However, this unconditional love is
given by God freely, and man had to
choose to either accept or reject this gift
from God. Man chose to disobey God and
go a separate way. God is neither evil, nor
did He create evil. It was by man's choice
and man's choice alone that we exist as we
do.
Before the fall from grace, the world was
"perfect." Now, there is conflict between
Continued on page 9

I would like to respond to Peter Andrade's article about atheism. Why am I a
Christian? I have faith in God and what I
read about Him. When it comes to
religion, there is no scientific or logical
argument to prove or disprove what is
true. It is beyond our realm of understand
ing to know the nature of God. If I may
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sary of the Soviet Chernobyl nuclear inci
dent. Throughout the past week, the
Soviets have waged a media blitz
downplaying the accident and its longterm effects. Apparently the rest of Europe
did not agree with the optimistic Soviets.
In the Netherlands, 200 club-wielding
revelers were stormed by police; at least
one officer and one demonstrator was in
jured. Large but peaceful protests were
also reported in London and Berlin. The
Soviets made no mention of any pro
testing and continued their campaign of
lies surrounding Chernobyl.
The Contra rebels will soon receive
their final $40 million arms allotment from
the U.S. These armaments will allow

quicker, more fearless attacks. Un
doubtedly, more innocent villagers will
perish in the U.S.-backed rebels' futile
struggle to disrupt their nation in the
name of freedom.
South Africa invaded neighboring Zam
bia this past weekend. Zambia disputes
South Africa's claim that they killed five
members of the outlawed African Na
tional Congress. All this military activity
was carried out amidst an air of opposition
to the Botha regime from all sides.
The people of the free world reserve the
right to protest what they see as unjust.
Luckily, that right can be exercised;
maybe someday organized protest will be
considered legitimate participation.

Commentary on Vocations
By Maureen McDonald
Recently, I had what you might call
a vicarious experience of God. I have
had the opportunity to increase my
understanding of what it means to
live a religious life — this is, to be a
nun or priest. Since the Vista has
featured articles on everything from
atheism to politics, I thought it might
be appropriate at this Catholic
university to include another topic.
Perhaps God isn't newsworthy
enough. But I write because I think
the vocational life is largely
misperceived, I being a former of
fender. I would like to share my new
understanding from the outside of
what it means to be called to live your
life for God.
There are many orders of religions
that represent different ways of living
a life dedicated to God. My particular
experience was with the Society of the
Sacred Heart, the order of nuns on
this campus. Many of us probably
know at least one or two of the Sisters
here at USD. My experience,
however, extended beyond this cam
pus to their Novitiate community in
Boston, where, as a communication's
intern, I had a chance to talk to and
listen to many women with some very
profound ideas about life.
And that was really exciting. Being
called by God does not mean a life
apart from this world but a life more
deeply concerned with who we are
and how we live. It means striving for
an authentic understanding of
yourself and clarifying your view of
the world; understanding and accep
ting your strengths and weaknesses
and being ready to offer them any
way you can; not denying what you
don't want to see in yourself and the
world around you, but being actively
present to what needs your attention.
Becoming a priest or nun isn't a

magical experience. You won't in
stantly be able to solve the world's
miseries, much less your own. It's
hard work that involves self-sacrifice,
but it's as real as anything else we
might choose to do with our lives,
with one adition: God is unques
tionably a focus of that life, at work,
play or prayer. If you've ever tried to
keep that focus, it's not very easy. To
be successful at it doesn't mean you
still can't tell dirty jokes or go out for
a drink with your friends. It most in
famously means no sex. But the bigger
commitment behind that vow is the
conscious decision to accept a certain
amount of loneliness in your personal
life.
What I'm trying to say is that
religious are real people, with real
joys,' real sorrows and real frustra
tions. Over time, it seems they have
been stereotyped or glamourized in
Hollywood, immortalized by a ruler
on our knuckles, or etched in our
minds as faceless voice through con
fessional screens. But do we really
know what the modern religious are
like? In this big world, it is no longer a
black and white life.
You may not have a call to God.
But, as a person of faith, I think it is
important to realize the role of
religious in our society today. They
are consciously striving to do every
day what many of us only profess for
one hour on Sundays. I don't mean to
say the only people of faith are nuns
and priests. I'm counting on the op
posite; that the rest of us, because of
our faith, will be able to understand
more fully and support those who
choose to live their Ivies in this special
way. And, perhaps, for the rest of us,
we may find how we can best serve
God. There must be a million ways;
otherwise, He wouldn't have made us
all different.
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ADPi

Delta Sigs

Well, hope everyone had a great spring
break! Looks like it's back to the old grind
stone again. Don't worry, we're almost
there.
Alpha Delta Pi is now in the midst of
Friendship Week. We are so excited to
have new initiatives!! Good Luck Girls!
We love ya! We are also actively planning
rush for next year. That is certainly keep
ing us busy.
We are very proud of Susanne Baker,
who was chosen for a Resident Assistant
for the fall of 1987. Super job! Well USD,
have a super weekend — talk to ya next
week — Bye!

Well, it's going to be a week of surprises!
Tomorrow night, the pledges are throwing
their big party for the actives. Dress
"sheik" for the Arabian theme. Beware ac
tives, pledges are in control tonight. But...
the tables will turn on Saturday! Initiation
of the Beta class will begin at noon and
will last throughout the day. The event
will culminate as the neophytes take their
oath of allegiance to Delta Sigma Pi. Good
luck pledges! We're looking forward to
welcoming all of you into our
brotherhood.

Career Corner
INTERESTED IN A PHYSICAL THERAPY CAREER& Sharp Rehabilitation
Center is sponsoring an on-sight education seminar on Physical Therapy Wednesday,
May 13 from 4:30-6:00 p.m. The staff will be covering all aspects of Physical Therapy, in
cluding responsibilities, work settings, requirements for entering the profession, and
helpful hints for getting into Physical Therapy schools. A tour of the facility is also in
cluded. This seminar is open to all students. Please RSVP to the Sharp Physical Therapy
Department at 541-3322 by May 8 to reserve a seat and obtain directions to the center.
BANKING INTERNSHIPS: First Interstate Bank has two internship opportunities
available this summer in their Marketing and Finance divisions. For the Marketing in
ternship, you. must be a junior with a B average, possess strong writing and oral com
munication skills, and have some PC experience. Requirements for the Finance position
include junior class standing with an Economics, Math, or Finance major, strong
analytical skills, and knowledge of Lotus software. Both internships are for full-time sum
mer work and are well-paid. Interested students should come to the Career Counseling
and Placement Office in Serra 300 immediately for details of each internship and applica
tion procedures. First Interstate Bank prefers that students apply by the end of April, but
no late than May 8. So juniors — don't delay!
CALL FOR EDUCATORS: The College of Education at Arizona State University is
looking for recent college graduates to participate in their successful Partner Project. The
project's purpose is to attract bright and motivated individuals to a teaching career. Can
didates have the opportunity to work in the business sector while completing teacher cer
tification requirements at ASU. They also receive a paid internship in a school setting.
The ASU College of Education offers this program at the cost of regular tuition and outof-state tuition fees will be waived for non-Arizona residents. Additional information
and registration packets are available at Career counseling and Placement, Serra 300.
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This past weekend, Sigma Pi held our
fifth annual Charter Ball. The evening
was well received by all of the brothers
and alumni present. At the dance, twelve
new brothers were initiated. Congratula
tions go out to Paul Augustine, Alex
Chucri, Mike Clancy, Todd Jackson, Dan
Keegan, Mike Parker, Joe Scagliotti, Dave
Salvaggio, Moe Tassoudji, John Voss,
Culum Walsh and Ken Zampese. Also,

298-6104
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Make your appointment now for the new image
We take pride in presenting designs for living!

20% discount

for 1st visits

Open 6 days a week

Congratulations to Bob Briggs, Greg
Moll, Mike Wesslen, Marc Duro, Richie
Yousko, Ted Baker, Jon Blacker, Dave
Reiling and George Kaelin for their well
deserved awards. The new executive
board was also recently installed and con
gratulations to President Jeff Lake, VicePresident Jeff Sivler, Treasurer Quint
Ward, Secretary Ted Baker, Herald Dave
Reiling, Sgt.-at-arms Charlie Wickstrand,
and Social Chairman Grant Williams.

6110 Friars Rd., Suite 106, San Diego, CA 92108
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SUMMER FUN
Female Dancers. Guaranteed top
weekly salary. Living accomodations
and airfare provided. For an exciting
summer write: 4355 W. Indian
School Rd. Phoenix, AZ 85031
(Enclose Photo) (602) 272-8992.
Laurie. 21 and over.

il BA1

Showcase
presents

Alex Cole
May 7th
9 p.m.
U.C. Forum A & B

PIME MISSIONARIES live the
Gospel among the poor and
the unchurched of the Third
World. Priests for all.
For FREE BOOKLET write:
PIME Vocation Dept.
3731 W. 62nd Street
Chicago, 11.60629
(312)767-0620

i

ATTENTION BSNs!
MAKE YOUR
EDUCATION
COUNT...
...as a fully qualified
Air Force nurse specialist.
You'll receive excellent pay
and benefits plus enjoy
opportunities for profes
sional development and
service to your country.
Call
(619)292-8863 collect
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Aerospace Hall Honors Heros
by Thomas Edelblute
The international Aerospace Hall of
Fame honors the heroes of aviaton and
space history. Located at the south side of
Balboa Park, the museum is open from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. daily. Admission is $3.50
for adults, $2.00 for children, children
under 12 and military in uniform gain free
admission.
The entrance lobby is filled with
plaques, notes, and pictures of San Diego's
contributions to aviation with names such
as Curtiss, Ryan, Fleet, and Lindbergh.
All this surrounds a replica of the Spirit of
St. Louis, the plane built by Ryan and
flown by Lindbergh to cross the Atlantic.
Inside is a large memorabilia of famous
aviators around the world. In this section
are some World War I medals which were
restored after the 1978 fire that destroyed
the original Aerospace Museum.
Following this section is a large dedica

t

l|P

tion to the Wright brothers first powered
flight in 1903. This section is complete
with a timeline and a short video presenta
tion on some of the problems the Wright
brothers had in the preliminary stages.
Next is the World War I section. Here
there are originals and replicas of aircraft,
and some of the equipment of these pilots.
There is even an audio display with a
representation of an airplane engine, tell
ing of its operations.
The next section features airplanes of
the 1920's and 30's. This includes commer
cial planes, mail planes, stunt planes and
details of Lindbergh's flight across the
Atlantic.
The planes of World War II section
features aircraft that fought in both Europe
and the Pacific Ocean. It includes the U.S.
Army's P-40 Flying Tigers which saw 30
months of action combating the Japanese
over China with only three squadrons.

SUMMER SESSIONS

Also featured are models of aircraft car
riers, including a control tower into which
you can climb.
The jet aircraft section features the early
jets of the 40's and makes its way to the
present day. Within this section is an
evolution of U.S. military aircraft with
model planes from pre-World War I to pre
sent day jets.
Lastly, there is the section on spacecraft.
This features accomplishments of the past
and ideas for the future. Also included is a

STDRdT STUDENT

STORAGE
SPECIAL!!
sisjyT
Rent Two Months

TMTTITT
.WAREHOUSE

WAREHOUSE

t

1M3

• Arts & Sciences
• School of Business
• School of Education
• School of Nursing
• Graduate &. Undergraduate Level
Registration note being accepted in Founders 108

memorabilia of the Space Shuttle
Challenger, destroyed during takeoff on
January 20, 1986.
Since the fire of 1978 that destroyed the
original aerospace museum, San Diegans
have taken it upon themselves to replace
what was lost. Massive fund-raising cam
paigns allowed the park to do more than
they originally set out to do. While some
San Diegans will argue this museum is bet
ter than the old one, it will never replace
the emotional attachement all San
Diegans had with the old museum.

Third Month FREE
Sizes:

5x5
5x7
5x10

25.00
30.00
35.00

Open 7 days a week
Office 8-5
Gate 7:30 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
All Sizes Available

7405 Princess View Dr.
San Diego, CA 92120

with lifts only $5.00 extra

(619) 582-5582

And Larger

Call 260-4800 for information

College Grads!
2-door Jetta
AC, PS, Radio prep., and more!

$169

^ per
month

Currently employed
,in degree related fields

CLAIREMONT

Just one example of
our affordable payment plans

M No Money Down
• No Previous Credit Necessary
• Low Monthly Payments

Mission Bay Volkswagen
4555 Mission Bay Drive

For details call Paul Doyle — 276-5662, 273-0150
*60 Month Closed End Lease. Plus Tax. Sale Price 10,808.2/. Residual 4,/2 1.27. Total of Payments
10,%/ .54. On Approved Credit. Subject to Prior Sale. One available at this price, NO. 4875%.

3051 Clairemont Dr.

275-3166
5% Discount With
Student ID Card

DINING SERVICES PLUS ACCOUNT
BUY BACK
Dining Services will buy back any monies over
$10 at 35% of their value. You can request a refund at
the Dining Services Office, University Center, begin
ning Monday, May 11, 1987 through Tuesday, May
19, 1987.

Personal, Professional
Service
Complete Bicycles to Frame Sets
Full Clothing Line

-7
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Success Is No Secret
by Arian Collins
Michael J. Fox has returned to the
screen with his best motion picture since
his leading film role debut Back Co the
Future with The Secret of My Success. After
two disappointing films with Teen Wolf
and Light of Day, Fox has come back
strong with his portrayal of a college
graduate from Kansas named Brantley
Foster who tries to succeed in the big
business world of New York City.
Foster first arrives in New York to find
that his guaranteed job with a big firm is
no longer available because the company
has been taken over by a conglomerate
and everyone has been fired.
He then goes to see his uncle, Howard
Prescott, (played by Richard Jordan)
whom he has never met, to ask for a job.
Foster impresses his uncle enough to give
him a job in the mailroom.
While working in the mailroom he
learns about the company by reading
some of the inter-office communications,
which reveal the company is in disarray.
He eventually assumes the identity of a
corporate executive by sending memos
and forms around the company and tak
ing over a vacant office. With so many
people working in the huge building and
so many people coming and going, few
people question his presence.
He falls in love with another executive
named Christy Wills (Helen Slater).
Foster is seduced by his uncle's wife,

Michael J. Fox kicks back in S e c r e t
of M y Success.
though neither realizes they are related at
the time. To make things more com
plicated, Foster's uncle is having an affair
with Christy. The carousel of relation
ships can make one dizzy at rimes which
adds to the humorous tension that is felt
throughout the film.
The film is one belly-roll after another as
Foster tries to hold down two jobs and
two relationships and not have his assum
ed identity revealed while living in a
shabby studio apartment with paper-thin
walls.

Alcala 1987
YEARBOOKS
FREE

To All Full Time Students
Of Both Fall '86 And
Spring '87 Semesters

LOOK FOR DETAILS
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In Search of a Topic

by Tim Orr

L

IFE AT A PARTY SCHOOL ...

Over the last weekend riots erupted
at Chico St. University and at Col
orado St. University during all campus
parties and have caused both events to be
shelved for 2 or 3 years. Chico State's
Pioneer Days turned ugly when students
set a bonfire in one of the city streets then
went looking for things to burn. What
they found in most cases belonged to area
stores which had been looted. Thirty nine
people were arrested on an assortment of
charges. Colorado State's College Days
also turned ugly as celebrants clashed with
police on the streets of Ft. Collins. Who
says college kids of the eighties are not as
radical as students of the sixties. In all
fairness though the right to get drunk and
act like morons is not worth fighting for
. . . University of Colorado is honoring
one of its own, sort of, at its commence
ment ceremonies with a honorary degree.
Robert Redford will be the speaker for the
CU class of '87 even though he attended
the school for only one year. When asked
why he left after one year he replied,
"Everything was going fine until I
discovered drinking. 1 had fun then they
asked me not to return." Another soul
lost to the party life style . . . CU lists
among its alums Robert Redford and Glen
Miller both of whom never graduated.
Miller, who made big band music all the
rage in the 40's has a huge room in the
Student Union dedicated to him and filled
with exhibits about his life. All this for a
man who only finished three years at CU.
But if you've ever been to Boulder and
seen the parties you would understand
why so many people never finish.

CESSPOOL
NEWS
FOR
RELIGIOUS FANATICS . . . Jerry
Falwell, upon arriving at the PTL Club
after Jim Bakker's forced resignation, com
mented, "When I arrived at the PTL Club
what 1 found was a cesspool of
immorality." . . . Jim Bakker is getting it
from all directions these days; now critics
say that they have documented proof that
not only was Bakker having an secretary,
but that evangelical minister was having a
homosexual relationship. Bakker, through
spokesmen, denied the allegations, but the
group that has the evidence showed it to
some top notch trial lawyers who said that
the evidence is more substantial than that
which they usually have in the cases they
win . . . We think the National
Evangelical Council should ban Bakker
and his wife Tami from preaching over the
air waves for a year or two then require
them to submit to random morality tests.

For a few weeks now, my articles have
been leaning towards the "wandering"
side. I've had a little trouble focusing on
one topic. Oh well! ... live with it, okay!
This week, I'm glad to say, will be no dif
ferent.
You know what isn't seen very often?
Nuns falling on their face in public. I don't
know why. For the life of me, I can't
remember ever seeing a nun fall. I've never
even seen one stumble! Does religion bring
nimble feet? I had a nun/teacher in
kindergarten ... she was 5'0" ... (which I
considered to be a giant at the time ... ac
tually, I still do!)... she had a moustache! I
don't know how she got it. I never asked!
Last week, I saw the movie version of
Webster's Dictionary. Dollar night ... got
there late ... had to stand ... nouns stole
the show ... verb performances were
modified. I heard there's a sequel coming
out.
I went home for the last few days of
Spring Break. My dog is taking Valium.
She told me it helps to kill the headache
she gets from the cat's typing. Cat got a
new pair of glasses ... I guess we all get
older!
My niece is nine months old ... cute.
She joined a commune this week ...
already had a suitable haircut. Now all she
eats are strained peas and mashed
bananas. Sure, it's what she ate before, ...
I guess it means something now! Spiritual.
Maybe it's like eating Buffalo Wings before

Mass. All through Mass you taste the
Wings. Wings start reminding you of
church ... then of God. And why
shouldn't they?! It's a good question ...
how'd this begin?
Oh yes ... buns! I've never seen a bun fall
on it's face in public ... except for the tale
of Attila the Bun. Marauding the kitchen
table ... holding the salt and pepper for
ransom ... blaspheming the name of Buf
falo Wings! What? ... NUNS?! You're
right... oops ... forget what you just read!
Over Spring Break I found that alcohol
has the same effect on me in Colorado as
it does here. A few too many and I start
doing my Carol Brady impersonation.
"Marsha, if you want to go on the pill, you
have to promise not to sleep around, like I did
when I was your age!!! ... and I know you've
been sneaking up to Greg's room!"
If I was alone in a forest, and I fell,
would the trees dogpile on top of me?
What if a nun fell? (Wish I could see that!)
Would it matter if she had a moustache?
When trees get aroused, do they get a
"fleshy" instead of a "woody?"
I suppose that if the lines on notebook
paper were diagonal instead of horizontal,
you wouldn't have to shift your page when
you wrote.
Chris Toward used the word
"vociferous" in a meeting on Sunday night
... I just thought you should know!
Why are you so eager to show somebody
the results when you've finished taking a
really remarkable dump?! Is it competi

tion? Pride? Should we make it an in
tramural sport? Should it be team, in
dividual, or ... I have to say it ...
CO-ED?!!! Gross?.7 That's not gross! Gross is
when you go to kiss your grandpa goodnight,
and he sticks his tongue down your throat!
Now that's GROSS.'! (Okay, okay,... I stole
that one)!
I got a funny phone call the other day ...
no, wait... that wasn't me.
If anyone gets the McDonalds Monopo
ly Vermont piece, can I please have it?! It's
just a free small soft drink,... I swear it!
Speaking of a college diet, isn't it kind of
strange when you visit home and your
mother serves food that isn't in a
styrofoam container!? At home, there's
not even a distinction between
smoking/non-smoking or a maximum oc
cupancy sign. Kind of foreign ...
I guess it's time to end this "article" ... as
it is, I have nun more words to talk about!
Bah ha ha ha ha ... Oh, STOP IT!!!!

Editor's
Disclaimer
OFFBEAT is not meant to be
taken seriously. Anyone who
does, does so at their own risk.

USD S.W.A.T.
SAN

DIEGO — The University of San
Diego Security task Force is conducting a
nationwide search for entertainers with a
knack for hostility. Who says enforcing
the law can't be fun? If you hate com
munism, loathe lawbreakers, like violence,
and have a stage act ready for production,
a career with USD S.W.A.T may be for
you. "We're looking for a handful of bad
ass men and women with a taste for blook,
voracious appetite for adventure, ... and
some sort of entertaining act!," says USD
Chief, Boomer "Commie-Killer"
Bellioverbelt. Info. 260-4600.
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"Well, this i»nf very promising."

by

CARy Larson

"Hey! Now her whole head Is outl... This
is getting better every minute!"

Final page ot the Medical Boards
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McNamee and Team Take Second at WCAC's
In the final tournament of his college
career, senior Jim McNamee led the
Toreros to a second place finish at the
WCAC's, held last weekend at Santa
Clara.
McNamee went all the way to the finals
of singles before losing to Pepperdine's
Andrew Szaindjer, the No. 1 seed. Along
the way, he defeated Portland's Bruce
Sylva, USF's David Lam, Pepperdine's
Grant Saacks, and Robbie Weiss, also of
Pepperdine.
The semi-final win over Weiss was a
good accomplishment for Jim. "I beat him
in our dual match at Pepperdine and it's
sometimes harder to win the second
time," said McNamee.
The stocky Seattle native won the
rematch by scores of 6-3, 7-6. The play was
very even until the second set tie-breaker,
when Jim raised his game. "I didn't make a
mistake and I hit a couple good passes and
volleys."
Also playing well to reach the finals was
the doubles team of Scott Patridge and
Dave Stewart. Together they bested the
No. 1 and No. 2 teams from Santa Clara
as well as the No. 2 team from Pepperdine
before losing to Pepperdine's Sznaidjer
and Weiss.
After getting a real scare from Santa
Clara's No. 1 team of del Rosario and
Seitz, where they were down a set and 3-0,
Dave and Scott played very well. They
came back to win the match 4-6, 6-4, 6-3
and in the semi's won over Pepperdine's

Saacks and David Klembith 6-1, 6-0.
Another highlight of the three-day tour
nament was the awe-inspired performance
by freshman J.R. Edward. J.R. won three
tough matches before losing to Sznaidjer,
the soon-to-be champion, in the semi
finals.
Portland's Greg Acunz and Pepperdine
players David Wells-Roth, the No. 6 seed,
and David Klembith fell victim to
Edward's attacking style of play.

For Edwards, a former Colorado State
High School Champ, the wins followed
his recent victories over good players from
Long Beach State (Vince Horcasitas) and
USC (Eric Amend). "I guess I'm getting
better, maybe smarter, too," said J.R.
For the Toreros and their coach, Ed
Collins, the second place tournament
finish was bittersweet. "We went up there
to win the thing, not finish second," said
Collins. "But I am very pleased with most

RESPONSE TO ATHEISM

Fall 1987 Campus Housing
• Last day to enter lottery THURSDAY, April 30,1987
• Be sure to check the schedule Friday, May 1, after
4:00 p.m. for your sign-up time on May 2 or 3.
Schedules will be posted in the following locations:
Camino Founders — Next to the RA Office
DeSales — next to room 329
Mission Crossroads Building — at the Desk
Oakwood Apartments — on the RA apart
ment doors.
• Students who cannot make the appoionted time
should contact the Housing Office to appoint a
substitute.
Questions?? More Information...
Call the Housing Office
Mission Crossroads Building
Extension 4622

of the results."
The team standing were Pepperdine 93,
USD 75, St. Mary's 35, Santa Clara 32,
Portland 27, LMU 22, USF 17 and Gonzaga 3.
The 18-point difference between USD
and Pepperdine was closer than one would
think. Three or four matches separated
us," said Collins. "A loss to Pepperdine
was a swing of six points — three for them
and minus three for us ... It was close."

Continued from page 4

nature and man, as well as conflict among
men. Before, evil did not exist. This evil
includes moral evil and other evils that
you defined such as natural disasters and
other causes of human suffering.
You are right in stating that there is evil
in the natural world. However, it is not as
simple as saying that God must be held ac
countable for evil in the natural world as
you defined it. Once again, the natural
world was not a product of God, but of
man's actions. Man is the only one who
can be held accountable.
As a "theist," I would certainly not
assert existence of evil is "logically
necessary" for the existence of good. The
only necessary condition in this world is
faith. Our relationship with God is one of
love. Our salvation occurs through a mat
ter of love, not a matter of the good or evil

USD BOOKSTORE USD BOOKSTORE USD BOOKSTORE USD BOOKSTORE

MOTHER'S DAY IS MAY 10TH
1 0% OFF MOTHER'S DAY

deeds that we may perform. If we accept
Him and try to love Him as we do, then
we will be saved.
Evil is here and it is real, but eventually
it will be eliminated. That is the hope I
have because of my faith. It may not be
eliminated in this world nor doI expect it.
This world was created as a punishment
because of man's choice to disobey God,
because of man's own free will.
Ibelieve that faith involves metanoia, or
innerchange. God is not an abstract idea
about which we can reason. Our relation
ship with Him is based on utter trust.
Either you believe Him andHis message or
you do not. You can't just say that He
really isn't omnipotent. To deny the
nature of God is to deny Him altogether.
In summary, I believe I have given a
sound argument of why evil exists. The
Bible tells how and why, but not why God
"allowed" it to happen. We must accept
that God is all-knowing and all-powerful.
We must accept that He has reasons for
doing things that are beyond our com
prehension. If we do not, then we are not
ready to accept God.I am ready to accept
Him. Are you?

Carl Starrett

MERCHANDISE INCLUDING:
SPRING CLOTHING

I

CARDS & CANDY
GIFT ITEMS
OFFER GOOD UNTIL MAY 8

RECEIVE DISCOUNT ONLY WITH THIS AD

Last Student Court
Tuesday, May 5

|

Seniors with appeals must attend
or pay tickets in order 'to
graduate.
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Crew on a Roll
The 1987 University of San Diego crew
squads have accomplished feats never
before seen in Torero rowing history.
Two weeks ago, USD's men's varsity
and JV teams defeated opponents from
SDSU and UCSD in a very close and
grueling race. What made these victories
even sweeter was the fact that, by
defeating these teams, USD -became the
uncontested San Diego city crew cham
pions. Almost as an after thought, USD
defeated Loyola Marymount this past
weekend to extend their winning streak.
Three freshmen rowers, Matt Biauvelt,
John Shirtzinger and Peter McDougle,
successfully made the varsity boat which
has gone undefeated since their making
the boat. Those who know anything
about crew know that for a first year
oarsman to make the varsity boat is an in
credible feat ... for a first year oarsman to
win in varsity is even more incredible.
Not to be outdone, USD's women
squad also took City Championships, in
all categories. The women rowers went on
to defeat UCSB, LMU and USC at Oxnard Regatta, with their only loss coming
from UCLA.

M e n t a l Facism
Wins Volleyball
Final

Behind Mary McKeon's strong serves
and John Scott's powerful kills, Mental
Fascism put away F-Box/S-Tool in the
B-league volleyball finals. During the
regular season, it was F-Box/S-Tool who
had the upper hands, but when it
counted, it was Justin Birnbaum's team
that came out on top, 15-6, 15-3. Mental
Fascism gave up only 20 points
throughout the playoffs as they earlier
defeated We Dig Balls 15-7, 15-4. In the
other semifinal, F-Box/S-Tool convinced
Hambone's Glory that it is time to start
recruiting for next season with a 15-4, 15-0
whipping. That score, however, did not
faze Mental Fascism.
In the A-league, the expected match-up
of Steel Poltz and Five Apples has
come about. Steel Poltz looked plenty
tough and plenty deep as all seven of their
players contributed in a 15-11, 15-13
vicotry over Cuervo Gold. One more
time the combination of Jeff Lake and
Mimi Mehrabi will be seen in a volleyball
final. Earlier Cuervo Gold had advanced
to the semifinals with a hard fought 12-15,
15-4, 15-6 victory over bottom-fiver S.
Poltz. After losing the first game 15-4,
Trip Maas' team rebounded to score a
4-15, 15-11, 15-11 victory over a very
determined P. Poltz.The pick here is
Steel Poltz in an extended two-game
match of 18-16, 15-10; we will know for
sure after Friday's 4:00 match is com
pleted. So, if you're not plaing golf in the
IM tournament, come by and see the
league's top two teams battle it out for the
shirt.

Baseball Deserves Support
by Pat Connolly
It's unfortunate that a team as good as the Torero baseball team must play its
home games in front of empty stands. But that is one of the major obstacles that
the team must overcome everytime it takes the field at USD — lack of school
spirit. Although faced with this obstacle and a difficult schedule, after another
week of fine performances, USD finds itself with a well deserved record of 28-18-1.
The team began quietly enough on Tuesday, with the Toreros visiting the
WAC's second place team, the SDSU Aztecs, and playing for the bragging rights
to the city. This one was never in doubt as the first three for USD came around to
score. With another three runs in the third, USD coasted to a 7-4 victory. Pat Fitzsimmons earned his fourth victory of the year with relief help from Westlund and
Dan Newman, who returned to the mound after a brief tenure in centerfield.
After going 3 for 4 with SDSU, Sean Baron continued his rampage against UC
Riverside. At UCR, Baron had his fifth multiple homerun game — hitting his 13th
and 14th home runs of the season, the latter setting a new single season record for
USD. He also added two doubles and 6 RBI's. That, compared with Parris
Sorianello's 3 for 4 performance with 3 RBI's, and Andy Roberts' 3 runs on 3 hits,
allowed USD to earn its second victory of the week 14-10. It should be noted that
the pitcher of record was none other than our basketball team's sharp shooting
guard, Mark Manor.
Saturday saw USD return home to play Sacramento State in a double header.
Sac St., the number 2 ranked team in division II, left with no better than a split.
After losing a heart-breaker in the opener 4-3, USD stormed back to take the se
cond game 9-4. The Torero's 6 run fifth enanled Lou Skertich to gain his sixth vic
tory of the season. Skertich gave up only 4 hits in seven innings. Chris Bwy had
the game winning RBI and Sean Baron added his 15th dong of the season — a 3
run blast in the fifth.
USD has six regulars batting over .300, with Baron leading the team with a .371
batting average, 15 HR, and 56 RBI's. USD has a chance to set a new single season
record for wins if it can take 5 out of its last 7. USD also has a chance to take se
cond in the WCAC, but first it must sweep Loyola Marymount in a three game
home series this weekend. This is too good a team to play in front of empty seats,
so let's go out and give the team the support it needs at a time when it needs it
most.

Men's S o f t b a l l F i n a l F o u r

The IM men's Softball playoffs got
underway last Sunday and, as expected,
the best game of the day was between Un
cle Wiggley's and Hung Like A
Rhino. The Sigma Pi team jumped on top
first with Greg Moll and Jeff Lake getting
the key hits in a two-run first inning. Moll
and George Kaelin then drove in third in
ning runs to up the lead to 4-1. However,
Uncle Wiggley's responded by playing
long ball. Triples by Tom Grace and Bob
Reisinger followed by a Chris Carter
homerun tied things up at four. From here
they lead seesawed, but with help from
their legendary fan support, the defending
champs eventually came out on top 10-9.
The pollsters were so impressed with this
game that Hung Like a Rhino only
dropped as far as No. 3 in this week's poll.
If they can get together and buy Jeff Lake a
pair of cleats, they may actually be the
team to beat next season.
One who might disagree with that
assessment is the No Shows. The Sigma
Chi ball club finally put ten players on the
field and was easily the most improved
team out there. In their opener, they
jumped all over NROTC and eliminated
Pat McNamara's team 19-0. In deference
to the seniors of NROTC who have
taken much abuse in these pages over the
years, no more will be said about this
game. The second game though must be

talked about. The No Shows' opponents
were the Phi Kap Lumber Pack, the
No. 1 team in the school. Bill Mifsud, twotime CY Young winner, was the opposing
pitcher. When it was over, Jim Cuddy and
Marc Carlson each had three hits; Brent
Schaffer, Jim Mead, and Dan O'Connell
each had two, and it was Alex Lombardo
who looked like the award winning pit
cher. Score it No Shows 13, Phi Kaps 3.
Wow!

The other semifinalists will be Slide Em
In and Doggie Style. Slide Em In had
to fight back from a 5-0 deficit before over
coming the Free Agents 8-6 with help
from Chris Kitzman's homerun. Gabe
Martinez, who is easily having the best
year of his career, had three hits to lead
the victors. Doggie Style's 6-1 victory
over Strokin Ballgers could easily have
been titled the "Jim" Show. Jim Scott
went three for three, scored four times,
and delivered one towering shot over the
right field fence. Meanwhile, Jim Anthony
added three hits of his own, and the
Ballgers never had a chance.
Perry Tries Again
Semi-finals: No Shows will finally
defeat Slide Em In, while Uncle Wig
gley's will have no problem with Doggie
Style. In the final ... read the preview arti
cle from the beginning of the season.

Golf Team
Finishes in
Third Place
The University of San Diego golf team
finished in third place in the Point Loma
College Invitational Golf Tournament last
April 20, 1987, played on the Monte Vista
and Ivanhoe courses at the Cottonwood
Golf Course in El Cajon.
USD finished behind strong showings
from the United States International
University (first place with a 36 hole team
score of 580) and UC Irvine (also with
580). The Toreros were close behind these
leaders with a team score of 583.
USD team captain Nonie Taguiam lead
the Toreros' effort with fine scores of 66-78
(total score 144), with John Schabacker
and Geoff Dean following with 74-72 (146)
and 69-77 (146) rounds. Rick Schultz turn
ed in rounds of 70-77 (147) while Andy
Dalhamer had 78-79(157).
This was a fine tournament effort by the
USD team and the final tune up before
the WCAC Championship outing at the
West Delta course in Portland Oregon on
April 27 and 28.

Kaplan
"Early Bird" classes.
Take one and
fly high on test day
Want high scores on the
MCAT, LSAT, GMAT, DAT, or
GRE? Then get into high gear
with a Kaplan "Early Bird" class.
We'll prepare you for one of
these career shaping exams
and still leave you plenty of
time to spare. So while the
pressures off this summer,
why not put a little of your free
time toadvantage? A scoring
advantage.
Don't wait till the last minute.
Signup—today After all,
everyone knows what the early
bird gets.

IKAPLAN

STANLEY H. KAPLANEDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

Call davs, evenings or weekends
SAN DIEGO CENTER
4780 Clairemont Mesa Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92117
(619) 277-6744

NEW YORK PIZZA DEPARTMENT
ARREST1NGLY DELICIOUS.'®

FREE DELIVERY
ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS

296-0911

6110 FRIARS RD. at LAS CUMBRES

"Open Every Day Till Midnight"
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IM Distinctions
(April 20-26)

MENS SOFTBALL
Player of the Week: Alex Lombardo (No
Shows). Team of the Week: No Shows.
Game of the Week: Uncle Wiggley's vs.
Hung Like a Rhino.
CO-REC SOFTBALL
Player of the Week: Jill Krapf (EEEdith).
Team of the Week: Do Me EEEdith.
Game of the Week: Do Me EEEdith vs.
Ballbangers.
CO-REC FLAG FOOTBALL
Player of the Week: Angelo Lombardo
(Forced Entry). Team of t Week: 69ers.
Game of the Week: Sigma Pi vs. Human
Toys.
CO-REC VOLLEYBALL
Player of the Week: John Scott (Mental
Fascism). Team of the Week: Mental
Fascism. Match of the Week: P. Poltz vs. 5
Apples.
CO-REC WATER POLO
Player of the Week: Tim O'Toole (Killer
Tsunami). Team of the Week: Killer
Tsunami. Game of the Week: Killer
Tsunami vs. A.I.A.

MENS FLOOR HOCKEY
Player of the Week: Dave Lawrence
(Positively Trorr St.). Team of the Week:
Sigma Chi #99. Game of the Week:
Positively Trorr St. vs. African Inspira
tion.
WOMENS FLOOR HOCKEY
Player of the Week: Patty Mamer
(Magnificent Seven). Team of the Week:
Slap Happy. Game of the Week (Season):
Slap Happy vs. Mangificent Seven.
MENS BASKETBALL (A-LEAGUE)
Player of the Week: Scott Reilly (High
and Mighty). Team of the Week: Terminal
White Man's Disease. Game of the Week:
Ben Wah Sensation vs. Yellow Snow.
MENS BASKETBALL (B-LEAGUE)
Player of the Week: Brendan Turney
(Dunking for Theresa). Team of the Week:
NROTC. Game of the Week: Free Agents
vs. Captain Dick.
MENS BASKETBALL (FAC/STAFF
LEAGUE)
Player of the Week: Dave Smola
(Doughboys). Team of the Week: Arts and
Science. Game of the Week: Physical Plant
vs. Doughboys.

Support

IM Sports

IM Square Pan Winners
Tim OToole and Patty Mamer
were the recipients of this week's
6-slice pepperoni pizza from Square
Pan. OToole was a scoring machine
as his Killer Tsunami won two en
route to the Innertube Water Polo

championship. Mamer scored a hat
trick and almost led her team to the
biggest comeback victory in Women's
Floor Hockey history. Down 4-0 after
one period, Mangificent Seven battl
ed back before falling to Slap Happy
5-4 in overtime.

IM B-Ball Playoff Preview
The Latest Line
A-League
Team

Odds

High and Mighty
Coast to Coast
Ben Wah Sensation
Delta Sigma Pi
Stick Em In

7-5
2-1
4-1
20-1
25-1

Terminal White Man's Disease

50-1

Comment

No one has stopped "Big Daddy" yet.

Will long layoff hurt?
League's most talented team has yet to put it together.
Beat Coast to Coast during regular season.
Sigma Chi teams have been pulling upsets throughout the IM
program.
Not likely "to be alive when this hits the press.

B-League
Team
Feeling Irie
Thoroughly Blazed
Arties Homeboys II
GDPi's
Phi Kappa Slamma Jamma
Free and Easy
Running With the Devil
Knot Heads
SM Speed Boys
Hoop This
Dunking for Theresa
Full Court Press

Odds

Comment

5-2
5-2
4-1
6-1
6-1
7-1

Loss of Potarf may cost team championship.
Perry's pick to win it all.
Next year's champs?
Have already gone farther than Team G.D.I.
More height would help.
Definitely a longshot possibility.

10-1

Three for the price of one is still no bargain.

12-1
15-1
25-1

Riding a two-game losing streak.
Any team with Turney is a contender.
Least likely to win it all.

FAC/STAFF League
Team
Arts and Science
Sports Center
School of Business
Physical Plant

Odds
8-5
9-5
3-1
20-1

Comment
Undefeated, but lacking a "ringer."
Looking for three in a row.
If Miller shows, semis should be very interesting.
Already shocked "the experts" by getting this far.

ATTENTION SENIORS:
Third Annual
Graduation Party
at

Tilly'S (formerly Lehr's Greenhouse)
Sunday, May 24, 1987
9 p.m.-l a.m.
Live Band — "Spare Parts"
and D.J.
Drink Specials All Night Long
& Hors d'oeuvres

Tickets are $6 pre sale
at U.C. Box Office
$8 at the door.

Must be 21 years of age

It's the last and best party
of the year!!!
SENIOR/FACULTY WINE AND CHEESE
Tuesday May 5, 3-5 p.m.
FORUM A & B

69ers: There are many leagues which make up the intramural sports program.
There is Softball, soccer, basketball, floor hockey, volleyball, and innertube water
polo. All have had teams deemed worthy of winning the IM Miller Lite Team of
the Week award. Until now, co-rec flag football was the lone exception. In this,
the first year of this new league, the 69ers have been the top ranked team since the
preseason. Not only has this ball club lived up to its reputation by taking an
undefeated record into Sunday's championship game, they have also displaced the
utmost in good sportsmanship throughout. Put it all together, and the 69ers arcvery deserving of the IM Miller Lite Team of the Week award.
Others considered: Basketball's NROTC; Floor Hockey's Sigma Chi No. 99 and
Slap Happy; Volleyball's Mental Fascism; Flag Football's Forced Entrv; Softball's
Do Me EEEdith and No Shows.
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IM Basketball
Predictions Announced

3

Everyone wants predictions. Therefore, even though basketball playoffs were
underway long before the deadline for this article, here come our picks for the
league championships. Hopefully, none have been eliminated yet.
In the A-league, High and Mighty have been No. 1 all year, and there is no
reason to think that is going to change. In Dave Mclver, they have the league's
best player, and, as Ken Flaherty (13 points) and Scott Reilly (11 points, 10 re
bounds) showed against Delta Sigma Pi, a supporting cast that can play the
game as well. Coast to Coast should provide the main opposition. Finally
recovered from the shocking defeat that Delta Sigma Pi dealt them earlier in the
season, Lionel De Morst's team is now playing as well as anyone. The champion
ship game should be exciting. Of the others, only Ben Wah Sensation has tb^
talent to win three straight games. If there were five basketballs for their offense to
use, they might even do it. Delta Sigma Pi's Paul Cunningham has been lighting
up the scoreboard of late, but this team's chance of repeating "the upset" seem
slim. Stick Em In would not be considered a threat except for what Sigma Chi
has already done in the Softball and floor hockey playoffs. Are more upsets com
ing up? Terminal White Man's Disease just defeated Stick Em In in the
league finale, and for Rich Pietras' team, that in itself made the season a success.
With the loss of Team G.D.I., the B-league playoffs look wide open.
Thoroughly Blazed Box Boys are the pick here. Greg Moll and Tom Grace are
two of the league's best all-around athletes, yet it was Matt Brown and Tom Pehl
who were the stars in their 58-51 victory over Hoop This. This team has many
weapons. Speaking of weapons, Feeling Irie lost a big one when Dave Potarf
went down with a knee injury. Still Mike Minney's team has Dan Geiger, Troy
Ciccarelli, and Dave Rollins. They are still the ones to beat. Arties Homeboys
has the size and an undefeated record. Still, the experts think they are a year away
from playing their best ball. Tim Reagan's team is seeded No. 3 (who cares what
the experts think) and should not be taken lightly. The GDPi's look awfully good
defeating Phi Kappa Slamma Jamma, but will be hard-pressed to go further
than the semifinals. Still, they can take pride in the fact that they have already
gone further than the Sigma Pi "defectors," Team G.D.I, of the others, Phi
Kappa Slamma Jamma, Free and Easy, and Dunking for Theresa seems
most likely to find their way to the championship game. The others should be
happy to still be playing.
In the Faculty/Staff league, this may finally be the year Arts and Science does
not fold in the playoffs. Mitch Malachowski has been the league's best player
throughout the season and, unless one of the "ringers" gets hot, he should lead his
team to a championship. The Sports Center is trying to remain the only team to
ever win this title, and the defending champs lost in overtime to Arts and
Science during the season. This game was also played without the Sports
Center's Rick Schoenlein. School of Business should improve drastically if
Dave Miller returns to the line-up. However, they are still likely to wish Jim Burns
was also in the line-up before the playoffs are over. Physical Plant has been the
most pleasant surprise of the league so far. Expected to finish in the cellar, Lou
Magana's team has used the fine play of Marty Sandman and Ted Geddes to nail
down the last playoff spot. It is, however, hard to imagine them playing for the
championship.

HAPPY Birthday to Spsh L/K (20)
and

Mr. Fabulous (22)
—Gabo

Floor Hockey Playoffs Begin
Positively Trorr St. displayed the
form that led them to iast year's cham
pionship with a strong 4-2 win over
African Inspiration. The number one
seed, Trorr St, lifted their game to new
heights as they struck for three secondperiod goals. Joe Garshman was the man
of the match with his combination of skill
and speed. He was clearly the difference in
this game w;th his end-to-end play. Paul
Kubula and Tom Hoey also had outstand
ing games, as each scored for the winner.
The number two seed, Revenge of the
Gods, didn't fair as well, as they were
abruptly tossed from

the playoffs by

Sigma Chi No. 99, 6-3. Sigma Chi used
a high pressure game to disrupt Revenge
of the Gods, who didn't look like the
team they were in the regular season.
They appeared confused and just couldn't
get untracked. Sigma Chi went ahead 3-1
by the second period, and when Bill Jones
and Mark' Carlson banged home third
period goals, this game was history.
In other action, Schlongs R Us
dismantled Blade Runners 8-2. They us
ed a high-powered offense to roll over
their overmatched opponents. Chris
Stout had the hot hand scoring four for
the winners, who moved into the

semifinal found of playoffs. They are join
ed by Danzer's Revenge, who beat
Staff Slashers 4-0. Paul Tobin led the
way with two goals, and Dean Pisciotta
added another, as the Slashers looked
like a very ordinary team without the ser
vices of their ace goalkeeper, Jeff Mansukhani.
In the women's semis, Slap Happy
hung on and defeated Magnificent
Seven by a 5-4 score. This was perhaps
the best game of the season. Slap Happy
bounced out to a 4-0 first-period lead as
four different players scored. Indeed it
looked like the flood gates had opened up.
However, Magnificent Seven would
pull off the impossible. In overtime, Sarah
Berdan struck for her second goal to dash
the comeback dream of the year,
the year.
In other semi's, two-time defending
champions, Puck Ups clearly out-classed
the CB's and rolled to a 3-0 victory. Mary
Bednarz did the damage with her two
third-period goals. However, this game
was not as close as the score indicated.
The CB's lack of offensive punch was
highly evident from the onset. They just
never really looked like scoring. And so,
once again, Puck Ups will play in their
third consecutive final.

EEEdith Does it Good
Ah,

revenge

is

sweet!

Last

year,

EEEdith's Revenge needed one win to
claim the Co-Rec Softball championship.
However, the Ballbangers never let
them get it. This season, Do Me
EEEdith needed to win twice on the final
day. Since their first victory would come
at the expense of the Ballbangers, the
championship celebration would be that
much sweeter.
The semifinal game

was a classic.

EEEdith exploded for four first inning
runs, but the Ballbangers came back
with three of their own in the bottom half.
Key hits by Scott Little and Paula Mascari
helped EEEdith stretch their lead to 8-3
in the fourth. The Ballbangers again im
mediately responded. This time it was
Wayne Zimmerman, Mark Fenick, and
Francine Stehly who helped the defending
champs tie the score at eight. EEEdith
got the winner in the sixth, courtesy of the
sure-to-be-famous "open gate" incident. A
wild throw to first managed to find its way
through the open gate and put Tom Foley

in position to score the winning run on
Erin Kelly's two-out single. An otherwise
great game ended on a disheartening note
when Brian Kane dislocated his knee cap
while flying out to end the game. The IM
department wishes Brian a speedy
recovery.
The championship game was almost as
good as the prelim. Again EEEdith
jumped on top quickly and led 5-0 after
four innings. Sigma Chi then started one
of their patented comebacks. Dan O'Connell, Ron Wood, Roman Greco, and Pattv
Webb each singled to ctit EEEdith's lead
to 5-3. Rick Keeley scored to make it 6-3,
but Sigma Chi was threatening again in
the sixth when Jill Krapf made "The Play."
There were two on and one out when Bill
Jones rocketed a line drive up the middle.
Krapf ranged to her right, snared the ball,
and stepped on second to double up Larry
Getz and end the rally. Sigma Chi did
score nice in the seventh to make the final
score 6-4, but that double play all but
assured Do Me EEEdith of their first CoRec Softball championship.

FINAL IM REMINDER
Killer Tsunami captures Innertube

If you want to play in tomorrow's
Scramble Golf Tournament, come by the
Sports Center today to get your tee time.

Water Polo title. Read how in next week's
Vista.

